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CABLE TESTING IN MINES.

By E. A. GUTHRIE, Student.

(Paper read before ths NORTH-WESTERN STUDENTS' SECTION, 5 March, 1919.)

GENERAL.

During the past few years much has been written,
and still more has been said, on the subject of " Cable
Breakdowns and Cable Faults in Mines," but the matter
is one of the uttermost importance owing to the increase
in the demand for electricity for mining purposes and,
in the case of alternating-current systems, to the higher
voltage now used in many mines in this country and
abroad. In most cases cables do not give much trouble,
and the majority of cable breakdowns that do occur
arise from most simple causes and could easily be
avoided if installations were installed with care and
skill and tested from time to time.

CABLE FAULTS.

Cables are always tested before leaving the cable
factory, so that the chances of a manufacturing fault
being overlooked before despatch can be considered to
be practically nil.

It is subsequent to installation, during installation,
and while connecting up that cable faults are most likely
to occur, and these may be considered in detail.

Subsequent to Installation.—-Under this heading, causes
leading to trouble may be considered to be (1) mechan-
ical damage ; (2) electrical effects ; (3) chemical action.

(1) Mechanical damage in transit, etc., calls for no
comment other than the importance of careful and
systematic testing to detect such damage should it
exist.

(2) Electrical troubles may occur from excessive
voltage, excessive current, leakage current, and external
heating.

Excessive voltage.—Under the conditions which are
usually found in mines it is improbable that pressure-
surges will reach such a value as to damage the cables,
but in some remote and exceptional cases lightning
striking apparatus on the surface of a mine appears
to have damaged cables and apparatus under-
ground.

Excessive current.—The factors which determine the
permissible overload on cables are variable and numerous,
and render it necessary to consider each case on its
individual conditions. Breakdowns due to overload
troubles have been known but only occasionally, and
very rarely take place.

Leakage current.—Leakage-current troubles have been
found to take place from leakage from the conductors
contained in the cable itself, and in some cases from
external sources. Leakage currents give rise to second-
ary effects which in many cases prove-serious.

The question of earthing, conductivity of earth

conductors, and automatic electric protection [Regu-
lations 125a ; 125& ; 129^ (iv) and 128c] are all matters
so inseparably interwoven that they may be considered
collectively in connection with this paper. The objects
aimed at are prevention from shock, open sparking
and overheating. In dealing with concentric systems,
current on exposed conductors should be restricted to
a minimum, say to that necessary for operating switches
on some leakage-protection arrangement.

If a whole system can be automatically and instan-
taneously made " dead " when a leakage of current
of considerably less than 1 ampere takes place, it follows
that damage due to leakage-current effects would be
reduced to practically nil. Also the Regulations
dealing with the conductivity of earth conductors
might be worth reconsideration—the question of
mechanical strength being of course on quite another
plane.

Protection from shock to a large extent depends on
sound earthing. In the early days of the use of elec-
tricity in mines, earthing was effected by sinking local
earth-plates wherever a motor was installed. Later, the
essential factor was to earth the electrical system at one
point—the midvoltage point of a direct-current system,
or the neutral point of a polyphase system. A system
of automatic leakage protection is now used in most
mines and supersedes the old methods.

It will readily be appreciated that earth protection
systems should be frequently tested and inspected.

External heating.—Probably one of the most prolific
sources of trouble in cable installations in connection
with mines comes from external heating. In some
instances cables have been carefully laid underground
between the supply station and the mine and have been
found to be damaged owing to steam or exhaust pipes
being laid near to or across their track; and for this
reason in many instances overhead cables are used
between the supply station and the mine. Such over-
head cables are usually installed by being slung from a
suspension rope.

(3) Chemical action.—Electrochemical action takes
place in the development of most cable faults, but can
be considered to be a secondary effect in the develop-
ment of the large majority of cable troubles, and it often
destroys all evidence of the primary cause of a fault,
thus tending to lead the investigator to a mistaken
conclusion.

EFFECTS OF CABLE FAULTS.

During installation.—One of the chief mistakes inex-
perienced men make when handling cables is that they
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do not appreciate that cables will not stand twisting.
Most cables will stand a fair amount of rough handling
and some degree of bending. The most prevalent
source of trouble is twisting, and during the installation
in mines of shaft and roadway cables every care must
be exercised to ensure that no " twisting " or " kinking "
takes place, as otherwise trouble will probably occur
when the cables are tested before being placed in
commercial service.

Cables have often to be installed under severe and,
in most cases, unfavourable conditions ; for example,
roadway cables are often extremely difficult to handle
and install. In such cases cable-sagging and dragging
along the ground should as far as possible be avoided.

Often in mines a number of men have to carry a
cable sortie distance underground over rough ground
and around corners, and in such cases twisting would
possibly occur if great care is not taken.

If, when unreeling, a bight on the cable is caused, it
should be removed by carefully reversing in order to
avoid " kinks " which damage the cable insulation and
the armour.

In some cases it is found necessary to unwind the
cable from the drum and to carry the cable forward
as it is paid off. This is owing to the small head-room
generally to be found in mines. Assuming that the
method used in a particular case is to unwind the cable
at the pit bottom, probably the quickest and simplest
way to place the cable in position is to lash it to tubs
spaced a convenient distance apart. The nose of the
leading cable or tub could then be fixed to a haulage
rope and the cable run forward in this manner to the
position in which it is to be installed.

Connecting up cables.—Leakage currents have been
found from trims at cable terminals owing to tapes of
hygroscopic material being left in contact with bare
conductors, and this emphasizes the importance of
great care being taken as regards detail effects when
connecting up cables.

Joint boxes, etc.—Owing to the Mines Regulations
naked lights are not permitted in most mines and it is
therefore necessary to use clamp-type connections.
These should be designed to clamp as many individual
wires as possible. Care should be taken to ensure that
the wires are well cleaned, since dirty wires are very
often a cause of trouble in conductor joints. Each
individual conductor joint is usually protected with
sleeves or insulating tape.

Joint boxes are usually filled with a special compound
which is poured into the box at a fairly high tempera-
ture after the cables have been connected up, and where
naked lights are prohibited it is necessary to carry the
hot compound in a specially designed bucket from the
place of heating the compound to the joint box. The
compound should be poured into the joint box at a
specified temperature since, if overheated, excessive air
bubbles will be formed within the box, apart from the
fact that joint boxes are designed to minimize the
trapping of air.

To conform with the Mines Regulations efficient
electrical contact must be made on the armouring of
cables, and for this reason jumper connections are
fitted across the joint boxes.

CABLE TESTING.

The object of testing is to anticipate breakdowns in
the incipient stage. In this respect it is recommended
that tests be taken, recorded, and compared systemat-
ically at prescribed intervals, say .daily, weekly, etc.
If convenient the tests should be taken under similar
conditions.

Insulation resistance.—With the lengths of cables
usually met with in mines, test sets of the " Megger "
type are generally suitable for routine insulation testing.
In a test of this nature the pressure should be kept
constant throughout the test. Also the testing leads
should be themselves tested from time to time for
insulation resistance and continuity.

A method of testing high-tension alternating-current
cables is shown in Fig. i.

A high-tension electrostatic voltmeter is inserted in
the connection to earth when the switch is on " B " ;
and when the switch is on ". C " a low-tension alternating-
current voltmeter or ammeter is substituted for the
electrostatic voltmeter. From the two readings the
leakage from the cores is indicated. When the switch
is on " D " a battery and insulation-resistance testing

Test sheath

Insulation, resistance
testing set ^ Earth

FIG. I.—Method of testing high-tension alternating-current
cables.

set is connected between the cable test-sheath and
earth. The condition of the insulation over the sheath
is in this way examined, and any exterior damage to
the cable becomes apparent.

Flash test.—While it is admitted that most tests are
important the author is of the opinion that the " flash
test " is the most reliable.

Regulation No. 124 of the Coal Mines Act, 1911,
provides that:—

" A pressure test to earth and between conductors
equivalent to at least twice the maximum working
pressure should *be applied as far as practicable to
all apparatus intended for use below ground. The
same test should be applied in the case of repair
apparatus before it is again put into service."

In many cases the above test is considered to be
impracticable, perhaps because it is not generally
known that there exists a device for carrying it out.
The rule may, however, be readily complied with by a
simple and portable unit, known as a variable-ratio
transformer of the Cowan-Still pattern. The apparatus
consist of an alternating-current induction regulator
specially designed for colliery service below ground.

In all high-voltage testing, control of the secondary
pressure of the step-up transformer is essential. If the
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method adopted is that of field variation of the supply
alternator, a very wide range of control is necessary,
with the attendant evils of a weak field at low generator
pressures. The results are distortion of the generator
wave at the transformer terminals, and the establishing
of unstable conditions. Voltage control should, there-
fore, always be effected by means of a variable-ratio
transformer, in which case the generator may remain
fully excited and the necessary pressure variation be
secured by the simple rotation of the primary of the
variable-ratio transformer.

The importance of a gradual rise of pressure for
cable testing cannot be over-estimated. It is by no
means uncommon practice for the full testing pressure
to be immediately applied when testing cables in mines,
with the result that the material under test is subjected
to undue stress.

Lack of suitable testing plant leads in many cases to

collector
rings

FIG. 2.

avoidable breakdowns and disastrous interruptions in
the supply. The cables must be tested in conformity
with Government regulations, and frequently a step-up
transformer provided with a number of tappings is the
only testing apparatus available. Severe conditions
must, if necessary, then be imposed when the full
pressure is immediately applied, the numerous break-
downs directly attributable to this cause bearing
evidence of the unsuitability of the tests imposed.

The only practical safe means of testing and completely
avoiding all undue strain is to apply a gradually varying
pressure from zero to the maximum desirable value,
such control being readily effected by the use of a
variable-ratio transformer.

Induction regulators are variable-ratio transformers
suitable for cases in which a gradually varying pressure
is required. They are usually of the single-phase
pattern, although capable of being arranged for three-
phase operation.

The induction regulator has two windings, the
primary connected directly across the supply, and the
secondary in series with the cable to be tested. The
pressure is applied from the available source of supply

and, by means of the induction regulator, is gradually
raised from zero to double the working pressure on the
section of cable under test (see Fig. 2).

The primary winding is arranged on a movable iron
core, somewhat resembling that of a two-pole shuttle-
wound armature. The core is built up of the best
quality sheet-iron laminations and mounted on a
suitable shaft carrying the necessary slip-rings to
enable connection to the windings to be effected.

The series, or secondary, winding is arranged in
slots on the inner circumference of' the stationary
core, and the movable core with the primary winding
can be rotated round an axis coincident with the axis
of the cylindrical fixed core, the position being adjusted
either automatically or by means of a hand-wheel and
worm-gear.

All variations effected in the supply pressure are
entirely due to the change in the angular positions of
the two cores. For example, when the primary is in
a vertical position the primary flux passes through the
secondary coils in such a direction that the maximum
secondary electromotive force is induced. This electro-
motive force either may assist the line pressure, in
which case a positive boost is effected, or may directly
oppose the line pressure, a negative or reverse boost
then resulting.

The direction of the boost depends upon the polarity
of the windings, since the windings on both cores are
in effect polar windings. Thus with a given pole of the
primary opposite a similar pole of the secondary a
positive boost is obtained, whereas when unlike poles
face each other a negative boost results. When the
primary is in a horizontal position the secondary voltage

FIG. 3.

is zero and the regulator has no effect on the line pressure,
while between this position and either of the two
maximum positions any desired boosting effect can be
obtained.

It will be apparent that this arrangement gives a
much finer regulation than is possible with any other
form of regulating device, as the voltage is adjusted
not in definite steps but as gradually as may be desired.

Induction regulators for use in mines are supplied in
the oil-cooled pattern. The regulator is completely
enclosed in a strong case and the operation is effected
by means of a hand-wheel placed in a convenient position
on the outside of the case. Contact is effected with the
fixed and rotatable secondary portions and with the
secondary circuit by means of slip-rings and brushes
so designed as to be incapable of breaking the circuit
under any circumstances, and this is of course an
important feature in connection with mining work.

The regulator secondary voltage may attain any
desired maximum value within reason, bearing in
mind the mechanical construction of the apparatus,
and the present practice is to fix an upper limit of 6,600
volts. Since cables are usually tested at double the
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working pressure, higher secondary voltages than
6,600 are seldom required when testing in mines, but
if a higher testing pressure is desired this can easily be
arranged by placing a step-up transformer having its
primary designed for, and connected in series with, the
secondary of an induction regulator as shown in Fig. 3,
in which S = supply mains, A = induction regulator,
and B = step-up transformer.

Assuming the supply pressure to be 500 volts and
the step-up transformer to have a ratio of 10 to 1, it
follows that by means of the induction regulator a
testing voltage of 10,000 can be got on the secondary
side of the step-up transformer, and, further, this
voltage can be varied gradually from zero to 10,000
volts.

When a step-up transformer is necessary the induction
regulator is connected between the supply and the
low-tension side of the step-up transformer. The supply
pressure to the low-tension side can be varied from
zero to the maximum voltage, and thus on the high-
tension side of the step-up transformer the pressure is
varied betweeen zero and the full voltage it is capable

Induction regulator
to Jboost supply
volts up Co testj

pressure

Core under test.
The two cores not on test
are 'edLrthed"vith armouring

Step-up transformer
'introduced here
trhai test pressure
exceeds 6poo rvlbs

FIG. 4.

of giving. The cable to be tested is connected in this
case on the high-tension side of the step-up transformer
(see Fig. 4).

The induction regulator must not be confused with
resistance devices, choke coils, or transformers with
tappings brought out on either the primary or the
secondary sides. The resistance method invariably
involves loss of power, while choke coils or reactances
are pressure absorbers, and although more efficient than
resistances, have a disastrous effect upon the power
factor of the system. Transformers with tappings have
the very great disadvantage that the voltage can only
be varied in definite steps, and it will be appreciated
that this method is very dangerous when cable testing
as it may give rise to dangerous oscillations in the
cable. Also such transformers have to be provided
with a very complicated switching device, which is a
very objectionable feature in performing a test in a
mine and is entirely eliminated in the induction regulator.
Generally speaking, the larger must a transformer be
to deliver a given output without overheating. A
transformer designed for a given output and frequency
can therefore be used on a higher frequency at the
same output with somewhat reduced heating. If
operated on a lower frequency the transformer will
run hotter. When the frequency is reduced the flux
density in the iron must be increased in order to work

at the same voltage. This sometimes necessitates the
use of an excessive magnetization current, so that very
great care should be taken when connecting a trans-
former to a circuit of lower frequency than that for
which it was designed.

Naturally the induction regulator having an air-gap
takes a larger magnetizing current than an ordinary
transformer of similar output.

Induction regulating transformers are somewhat
inductive, and this is a desirable feature when used in
conjunction with cables possessing capacity, as it pre-
vents dangerous oscillations in the cable.

When an induction regulator is used for cable testing
in conjunction with a step-up transformer, the capacity
of the induction regulator is only one-half that of the
step-up transformer. The primary of the induction
regulator would be designed for the supply pressure,
while the secondary would be a separate winding
designed to furnish a maximum pressure equal to that
of the primary of the step-up transformer. This latter
pressure would, of course, vary gradually from zero to
the maximum, at which value the full output of the
transformer would be secured.

The capacity of an induction regulator depends upon
the charging currents taken by the cable to be tested
at the testing pressure, and this charging current varies
with the length of cable, type of dielectric, etc.

A formula is given below for obtaining the capacity
current per mile of cable when various data are available.
Knowing the testing pressure, the frequency of the
system, and the capacity of the cable in microfarads, the
capacity current can be calculated from the formula :

Capacity current per mile =
2nXfXkXv

where / = frequency ; k = capacity of cable per mile
in microfarads calculated when one core is insulated
and the other cores are connected together and earthed ;
and v = testing pressure between conductors, k can be
ascertained from the cable manufacturers for the size
and pattern of cable.

Capacity current per mile can be determined for
single-core cable from the following formula:

k =•-
00388 X

€ = specific inductive capacity, which is at out 3*5 for
paper-insulated cables, and 6 for rubber-insulated
cables.

dx = diameter over dielectric.
d2 = diameter of conductor in inches. If the conductor

is made up of a number of strands, the diameter
over the strands should be taken.

When testing cables with three cores it is usual to
test one core against the other two cores connected
together and earthed, and it may therefore be looked
upon as a single-phase test. It follows that the above
formula gives the capacity current which the induc-
tion regulator would have to carry when the test
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is carried out under the above-mentioned conditions.
Since the period of the test need only b^of short duration
with long intervals for cooling, the induction regulator
can be rated for intermittent service.

Fig. 4 shows the connections between an induction
regulator and a three-phase cable. It will be observed
that one core of the cable is under test, and the other
two cores not under test are connected together and
earthed with the armouring of the cable.

CONCLUSION.

For cable testing in mines the choice of apparatus is
governed entirely by the conditions. The main con-
sideration is that a gradually varying pressure is required
so that the cable under test will be subjected to a
gradual pressure increase from zero to the maximum
testing value called for. The author is of the opinion
that an induction regulator affords the only solution
of the problem.

i


